Blink reflex in hemiplegia.
An electrophysiological study of the blink reflex was undertaken in 20 normal subjects and in 28 patients complaining of central facial palsy caused by unilateral hemispheral damage. In normal subjects, the latency, amplitude and organization of R1 and R2 responses are well known. Habituation of R2 responses occurred between 1 and 2 c/sec stimulation rate. R1 responses habituated at a higher stimulation rate (5 c/sec). In patients with unilateral hemispheral lesion, our results showed that changes in the blink reflex responses were bilateral. On the hemiplegic side the responses showed a decreased amplitude, while they were facilitated on the "normal" side. However, there was no change in latency of the two components of the reflex, on both sides. On the other hand, habituation of the late component occurred on the hemiplegic side for low stimulation rates: (0.5--1 c/sec), while on the "normal" side there was less habituation (3--4 c/sec), as compared with normal subjects. These results agree with those of experimental studies on cortical modulatory influences on brain-stem nuclei. They suggest a tactile origin of the two components of the blink reflex.